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hat our
customers say

The Wificom team's professionalism
and responsiveness were major
factors in our decision to choose their
solution. Wificom's SAB Server has since
responded to all our requirements. Its
architecture ensures high performance,
robustness and scalability. This, combined
with the great feature set, has proven the
SAB Server to be the ideal solution for our
WLAN hotspots.
James Lee,
Managing Director of
Systech Telecom,
Hong Kong

"

Coming from the operator world
we had very clear requirements
for our backend solution. Wificoms SAB
Server was our clear choice, because its
proven track record and unique feature set
could support our aggressive hotspot rollout.
Its robust roaming and settlement
architecture enabled WinQ to interface with
backend systems of mobile and fixed
operators from day one. Its open architecture
enables us to use best-of-breed third-party
access controllers but also allows us to react
fast to new market demands.
George Boersma,
Managing Director of WinQ,
the Netherlands
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ho we are

hat we offer

Wificom is a leading-edge global supplier
of backend billing and service management
products for companies operating in the
broadband wireless marketplace.

Wificom is a co-founder of Pass-One, the
international WLAN roaming consortium,
and continues to play a key role in defining
global multilateral roaming standards.

Wificoms innovative and flexible software
products enable service providers, operators
and venue owners to deliver and manage
new value-added broadband services to
multiple networks.

Wificom was founded at the birth of the
WLAN expansion in 2000 and is
headquartered in Helsinki, Finland with
offices in Sophia Antipolis, France and Dubai,
UAE.

SAB Server is an open solution that seamlessly integrates various vendors access controllers,
access points and other network equipment into one reliable, unified system. This open
architecture gives our customers the freedom to build their hotspot networks with the best
and most suitable equipment offered by their preferred vendors.

Wificoms flagship product SAB Server
has been selected by customers and partners
including regional telecom operators, IT
integrators and wireless Internet service
providers in more than 20 countries in
Europe, Latin America, Middle East and Asia.

Wificom is a privately held company, backed
by Europes leading venture capital firm, 3i
Group plc.

Wificoms product development team produces the highest quality products, designed
to answer marketplace needs. Our responsive professional services team ensures that, when
needed, solutions can be quickly tailored to customers particular requirements.

here were going
Our Goal > To be the premier supplier of
service management products for the global
broadband industry, and to launch the best
new products for vertical market segments
by partnering with the leading players in
selected market areas.
Our Approach > As a pioneer in the
wireless market, Wificoms focus remains
on delivering market-driven products based
on real customer needs. Wificoms solutions
are based on industry standards and an
open architecture.

Our Customers > Our client portfolio
represents a wide range of customers from
telecom operators and IT integrators to
wireless Internet service providers and venue
owners. Customer satisfaction is our highest
priority. We work hard to ensure that we
provide the best possible service to our
customers and that our products match
customer requirements and exceed
expectationstoday and in the future.

Wificom helps its customers bring new wireless and wireline broadband services and
products to market in a fast, cost-effective manner.
Wificom SAB Server is a centrally managed all-in-one solution that streamlines the rollout
of hotspot services and minimises associated costs.

SAB Server

Wificom Roaming Advantage

Professional Services

SAB Server is a complete serverside software solution for broadband
Internet service providers. It integrates
service creation, billing, rating,
roaming, customer care, reporting,
device independent content delivery
and value-added location-based
services.

SAB Servers advanced roaming
engine enables service providers to
easily add new roaming partners,
specify pricing rules and manage
clearing and settlement. With SAB
Server, setting up multilateral, unior bi-directional, roaming relationships is feasible while preserving the
freedom to negotiate tariffs bilaterally,
even in an automated fashion.

Wificom Professional Services offers
advanced expertise for consulting,
customised development and
integration projects.

Combining the advantages of an
open J2EE-based architecture with a
unique feature set and scalability,
SAB Server delivers the ideal
backend billing and service
management platform for service
providers of any size. SAB Server
has built a track record with the
fastest time to market and ROI for
any service provider.

As a leader in roaming technology,
Wificom is partnering with operators,
service providers and clearinghouses
to define roaming standards and
bring them to market through the
SAB Server product line.

Our skills and wide-ranging
experience, from IT to telecom to
other high-tech industries, combine
with Wificom technology to create
extraordinary value for our
customers.

